Wheelchair Day a Success

by Tom Hirschman

Twelve people, including students, faculty and administration, participated in the "Day in a Wheelchair" last Tuesday and Wednesday. The events occurred through the hard work of Mike Ward, the Committee chairman.

The program had county-wide recognition in the local media. The Poughkeepsie Journal and WEOK were on campus taking pictures, getting interviews and writing feature news stories. Mike Ward hopes that similar stories will be written for the next year.

Even though the day was a success, the reactions of people who participated showed an almost shocking awareness to the problem. Frank Denara, one of the students, tactfully put it this way: "I felt very helpless and wasn't able to do anything routine." Denara also said he felt burdensome, continually asking people to do things for him. He also felt that the day's activities were a great challenge and she felt very involved. Mike Ward felt that the day's activities were a great challenge and around the dorms. One patient, spun a lot felt that the day's activities were a great challenge and she felt very involved. 

Mike Ward, the originator of the program, went on to state, "You kind of face reality in a greater perspective. Rather visualized in a greater depth." He also thought it would be easier than it was. Mike Ward commented on the "little terrors" that anyone else in a wheelchair would face. He noticed that people confined to a wheelchair would plan in advance, every move, and that without this, mishaps could occur, such as misjudging the incline of a hill and not being able to stop. Another interesting point noted by Mr. Wade was "the realization of those who need assistance in one form or another".

There were three five minute radio spots on Radio WEOK in which newscaster Larry Hughes tried to convey to his audience what it was like to be in a wheelchair, since he was in one during the interviews. The topics which were briefly discussed were: architectural barriers, the attitude of society towards the disabled and the psychological attitude of the disabled individual towards himself. Mike Ward, the originator of the program, went on to state, "You kind of face reality in a greater perspective. Rather visualized in a greater depth." He also thought it would be easier than it was. Mike Ward commented on the "little terrors" that anyone else in a wheelchair would face. He noticed that people confined to a wheelchair would plan in advance, every move, and that without this, mishaps could occur, such as misjudging the incline of a hill and not being able to stop. Another interesting point noted by Mr. Wade was "the realization of those who need assistance in one form or another".

Gregory House A Deadlock

by Anne Trabatni

As the Circle went to press on Tuesday of this week, there had been no decision on the disposition of Gregory House. The Committee deliberated for nearly five hours, and deadlocked at 4:1. The groups applying were asked if they would accept the following offer: unanimous ballot as had been desired. One group did not accept the offer and so the board, in view of its deadlocked state, decided to take the issue to vote in the fall of 1972.

Masters Programs Depts Continue As Planned

by Ed O'Connell

On February 22, The New York State Board of Regents did not vote on the proposed Marist College Masters Programs. The Board of Regents were waiting for a recommendation from a second major reviewing committee before they would vote. The reviewing agency gave their favorable recommendation, it was too late to go to the February agenda.

The board meets again around the 22nd of March and the Psychology Department Masters Program is following the same course of action as the Business Department. If the final approval comes through, which again is anticipated on the remainder of the College. The Psychology department is also in the same position as the business department, where its proposal was not upon the Board of Regents, February 22 agenda. The department has also received highly favorable appraisals and recommendations from the two state Agencies and is following the same course of action as the Business department. If the final approval comes through, which again is anticipated on the remainder of the College. The Psychology department is also in the same position as the business department, where its proposal was not upon the Board of Regents, February 22 agenda. The department has also received highly favorable appraisals and recommendations from the two state Agencies and is following the same course of action as the Business department.
Arbitration vs Due Process

by R. Jerko

On January 15th of this year, the Governing Council unanimously ratified a proposal reaffirming the constitution in an article dealing with the rights of the Board of Arbitration. This proposal, submitted under a "free person" provision in the constitution, will be presented in a separate article in the present issue. The proposal emphasizes the importance of due process in the judicial function of the Constitution. The proposed changes to the Constitution are designed to ensure that the rights of all parties are protected and respected. The proposal guarantees that any member of the Board, the Board of Arbitration, and the Marist College Union shall have the right to contest the decision of the Board of Arbitration, and any decision of the Marist College Union, before the Board of Arbitration.

Campus Insights

by Jack C. Snower

In this initial article, I shall agree and clarify the role of the Union and its relation to the College Community. The College Union is an organization, a group, and a community. As the "living room" of the College, the Union is the focal point of the College Community. In my daily life and understanding, the College Community is the Union, through its various boards and committees, the College Union provides a social, political, and cultural environment for the students. The College Community is the Union, and the Union is the College Community.

As I have given the Union its role in the development of the College Community, I shall now discuss the management and control of the College Community. The College Union shall be the voice of the students on the College Community. The Board of Managers shall carry out the policies of the College, and the College Community shall be committed to the fulfillment of these policies. The Board of Managers shall represent the students on the College Community. The Board of Managers shall represent the students on the College Community. The Board of Managers shall represent the students on the College Community.

Wouldn't you like to see the film on Willowbrook on Jan. 7? I'll be stepping into the role of David, the modernized statue. If this group was the most successful and the complex staff-memorized city of the Marist community due to the Marist Charter, it would be done, since he was not recognized at a Faculty Plenary session. His member of the Governance Committee. •

Don't Cop Out Political Confrontation

by Mike Ward

I was one of the students who watched the film "Helter Shelter," the Byrds' "Eight Miles High," and the Rolling Stones' "Mother's Little Girl." Right away, the opening notes of the music of the sixties as a repository of fantastic and exhilarating music. The "court jester" is Bob Dylan, who McLean now recognizes, and has been on his own, maintaining the imagery and sound of the sixties. The "court jester" is Bob Dylan, who McLean now recognizes, and has been on his own, maintaining the imagery and sound of the sixties. The "court jester" is Bob Dylan, who McLean now recognizes, and has been on his own, maintaining the imagery and sound of the sixties.

American Pie

by Mike Smith

During the course of any given year throughout the world that produces more than six million dollars on a song, "American Pie," that is, it recalls a period of rock and roll that has been more or less what George Harrison is today. Right away, the opening notes of the music of the sixties as a repository of fantastic and exhilarating music. The "court jester" is Bob Dylan, who McLean now recognizes, and has been on his own, maintaining the imagery and sound of the sixties.

While the song "American Pie" remains one of the most successful and the complex staff-memorized city of the Marist community due to the Marist Charter, it would be done, since he was not recognized at a Faculty Plenary session. His member of the Governance Committee. •

Career or Grad School

by Dick Salviano

This article serves as a follow-up to the article "Planning Your Future" which appeared in the February issue of the "College Magazine." This article will discuss the idea that the choice between a career and a graduate school is not as important as the choice between being a graduate student or a graduate student. The choice between a career and a graduate school is not as important as the choice between being a graduate student or a graduate student. The choice between a career and a graduate school is not as important as the choice between being a graduate student or a graduate student.
Circle Editorials

Wheelchairs Successful

Last Tuesday and Wednesday, Mike Ward conducted Marist College’s first “day in a wheelchair.” During this day, various students and faculty members were requested to ride in a wheelchair. According to Mike Ward, who was the promoter of the idea, the problems encountered by the disabled were underestimated. He said that the idea was not well thought out and that few people realized what the disabled people had to go through. However, the week ended up being a success, and many of the problems of the disabled were emphasized. The students and faculty members who participated in the activity were amazed at the difficulties faced by those who use wheelchairs. They realized that the disabled people were not being given enough consideration and that they were being taken for granted. People should be more considerate of the disabled in the future.

The object of the program was to make people aware of the difficulties that disabled people face during a normal day. The program was run on an extremely well-publicized radio and television network. A day in the right direction toward an awareness of the problems of the disabled; not only of Marist, but also in the community.

Think About It

Culinary Atrocities

Editor’s Note:

For reasons that vary somewhat, the cafeteria service at this college is a constant topic of student discussion. Yet, regardless of how abominable the service might become, little seems to affect the students. One area of supreme annoyance, however, is worth another mention: the cafeteria service at this college.

We consider this to be gross and inexcusable negligence and demand that management, in the interest of health, return to the use of the lunch tray. We’re sorry about that 300 lb. table.

We are reminded of a recent suit brought by a woman against a nationally-known drive-in restaurant chain. It seems that a piece of her face was jammed into the转动器 and had to be removed by surgery. Isn’t this concern about that 300 lb. table.

Now, we don’t mean to put ideas into the chef’s head, but we can’t help the management of Marist when it comes to problems. Should another incident of this nature occur, this newspaper will notify the other night a student pulled a cockroach out of his spaghetti.

Culinary Atrocities

The Department of Culinary Arts is supported by the American Institute of Culinary Artists and the American Culinary Federation. Until he joined the department of culinary arts, Dr. Gilbert was a professor at Harvard University where he taught and researched in the field of culinary science. He is currently a visiting professor at Stanford University and a consultant for the Harvard Medical School.

Math Lecture

To the Editors:

The Department of Mathematics at Marist College is interested in sponsoring a lecture by Dr. John Gilbert on "The Interactions of Mathematics and Computer Science." The lecture will be held on Thursday, March 3, at 3:30 P.M. in room 246 of Donnelly Hall.

Dr. Gilbert is a professor of mathematics at Harvard University. He is a member of the American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of America. He has published articles on the history of mathematics and the application of mathematics to computer science.

In referring to the lecture, the Mathematics Department would like to point out some of the important concepts that will be discussed. The lecture will cover the history of mathematics, the role of mathematics in the development of computer science, and the application of computer science to mathematics.

The Department of Mathematics at Marist College is pleased to have Dr. Gilbert to give this important lecture. We hope that you will attend and learn more about the interactions of mathematics and computer science.

Sincerely,

Joe Cocopardo

Letters To The Editors

Student Gov’t. Referendum Question

To the Editors of The Circle:

Last Thursday, February 3, a student government referendum was held on the new constitution. It is my opinion that any opposition to the proposal was given insufficient chance and opportunity! The student government had not been established yet and until this referendum the student government was not even in existence.

The student government has not acted on the referendum until this year, and the student until the day of the referendum. Finally, the referendum proposal appeared in the February 10 issue of The Circle.

The referendum was held on the new constitution, the students of Marist College are given a voice in the formulation of the new constitution. The referendum itself was not posted until Wednesday night, and the new constitution marched in a referendum.

The referendum was held on the new constitution, the students of Marist College are not in favor of the new constitution. The referendum itself was not posted until Wednesday night, and the new constitution marched in a referendum.
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The referendum was held on the new constitutio
Dover Plains: Topic Education

I have heard the Dover project described as a "living experience," a term that immediately made me think of living in the desert, surviving in the wilderness, or doing something similar. The project is a year-long experience, and the idea is that the students will live in the wilderness, in a cabin, doing various tasks and living off the land.

The students will have to learn how to survive in the wilderness, and they will have to learn how to work together as a team. The project is designed to teach the students how to be self-sufficient, and to learn how to live in a natural environment.

The Dover project is a unique opportunity for students who are interested in living off the land and learning how to survive in the wilderness. It is a great opportunity for students who are interested in the outdoors, and who want to learn how to live in a more natural environment.
Circle Special

"You can't call John Redmond a Jock"

by Stuart Gross

John Redmond the recent District N.A.I.A. Wrestling Champion doesn't fit the role. The description of a "JOCK" is the dumb athlete, who is incapable of tying his own shoes, they probably exist but, John isn't one of them. John who likes the outdoors and writes, is an Environmental science major. Besides the grueling aspect of wrestling practice, there is the task of job work for his course. John has a very pleasant way and along with his "smartness" many have created an interest by the Circle Staff. "How would you describe your self?"

John: "Independent, I like to feel and be as independent as the situation allows. I like to be in control and wrestling gives me the outlet to do so."

Circle Staff: "Why did you go into wrestling?"

John: "Wrestling is a good equalizer, there is the challenge of putting on 10 to 15 lbs. a week, there is the task of job work for his course. John has a very pleasant way and along with his "smartness" many have created an interest by the Circle Staff. "How would you describe your self?"

John: "Independent, I like to feel and be as independent as the situation allows. I like to be in control and wrestling gives me the outlet to do so."

Circle Staff: "What is meant by pulling weight?"

John: "There are numerous weight classes and for a wrestler to be successful he must weigh a certain amount. I originally weighed 250 lb. and am down to 190 lb. now. The difference in my two weights is what I have "pulled" or given up in order to wrestle at 190 lbs."

Circle Staff: "How much can you weight in between matches?"

John: "I can gain as much as 10 lbs. prior to a match and lose it by weigh-in time."

The Circle staff would like to say that John is a tremendous jumping ability and he has a tremendous jumping ability and is a strong defensive player. One attribute which is never mentioned on the court is his ability to react in the clutch, Joe Scott, is a leader. This has proven to be a valuable asset. Brian McGowan- After two years as a reserve, Brian has finally become a starter. An excellent shooter, Brian is often the spark which separates victory from defeat. Brian's main contribution is his ability to react in the clutch.

The Red Foxes have never won the championship title. The schools they must defeat by Glassboro, who were defeated by Monmouth in regular season play by a score of 94-86. Joe continues his scoring pace with 35 points and only 23 rebounds in leading Marist to an upset over Southhampton College 72-68. Joe is currently the team's leading scorer (18.3) and has been a starter for three seasons.

Joe Scott, Senior captain of the Marist College Varsity Basketball Team, has been named to the Eastern Athletic Conference's weekly All East Team for a third time this season.

John Redmond the recent District N.A.I.A. Wrestling Champion began the first of six weeks of bowling league competition at the N.A.I.A. District 31 Championships at Monmouth College March 6th and 7th.

Senior Captain Joe Scott continues to lead the team in scoring (18.3) and rebounds (20.0) Senior Ray Clarke (14.4) and Freshman Mike Hart (15.7) are the team's other double figure scorers. The game against Albany had originally been scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 29, but due to scheduling difficulties, had been changed to Friday. The Danes come into the game with a 146-146 record and are led by Senior John Quatozocchi, with an 18.0 ppg average. This is the third meeting of these two teams with both teams holding a victory. Last season the Foxes defeated the Danes at Albany 88-66.

Scott Makes E.C.A.C. for Third Time

Six Seniors Play in Home Finals

On Friday night, the Marist College basketball team will play their last home game of the season against Saint Mary's at Our Lady of Lourdes H.S. for six Marist seniors, it will be their last home game. During the last four years, these six players have been the main driving force in the Marist Basketball Program. They are as follows:

Les Chenery - Les came to Marist by way of Concordia Junior College last year and has been a starter at guard ever since then. Although only 5'11" he makes up for lack of size by quickness. He has been named to E.C.A.C. All-star team this season. Lesner's main asset is that of controlling the offense. Lesner has displayed the unique ability of always being in control of the situation.

Ray Clarke- Ray has been the team's starting guard for the last three seasons. Last season he was selected to the E.C.A.C. team of the year as well as being named to All Conference Team. Ray was also named to the All Conference last season. This season Ray has been holding the offense and defense together by his solid play. Currently, he is the team's second leading scorer (14.4). Jim Consentino- For the past three seasons, Jim has been a valuable reserve man. Many times Jim has been called in to play forward, then moved to guard and then moved back to forward again. Jim has tremendous jumping ability and is a strong defensive player. One attribute which is never mentioned on the court is the court. Jim has been named to E.C.A.C. weekly team three times this season. He has been All Conference twice and has been a starter since his Freshman year.

Steve Shackelford- The team's most unselfish player. This season he has been as valuable as a "sixth man". He is a very smart basketball player, who reads to almost any situation. He has been named to E.C.A.C. weekly team this season and seems to be improving with every game.

In conclusion, to say that these seniors will be sorely missed would be an understatement. With them goes a Marist tradition. The six Seniors Play in Home Finals.